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Courier Company Dedicated to Aviation industry
Same or Next day, AOG, Express or Scheduled Deliveries?
We are here to carry out.
Direct delivery from your warehouse to the entire UK and Europe, even to Asia?
Acquisition or forwarding abroad by air or ship?
This is our profile.

BARBARACE
Courier & Haulier
Tibor Kallos

Immediate courier service with checked vehicles
Up to 1200 kg and 5 m³
We know how important it is for you as WE FLY AIRPLANE, too.
Dear Sir or Madame, let us briefly introduce ‘BarbaRace’
We primarily serve aircraft part suppliers, aircraft operators and secondary air cargo warehouses.
We are at your service with own vehicles and expanded fleet as well.
Entrust express or regular, daily, weekly collection, delivery or cargo to us 7/24
Why us?
We are also interested. I also fly as pilot in my private life, I feel the importance of accurate service
as CLIENT.
Additionally:
- 20 years’ experience in Logistics
- The last 8 years we spent serving aviation companies in different countries
- References/experiences from 5 continents.
- Prompt response, direct customer/vehicle communication.
- Regular orders-> personalized service > decreased workload at our customer.
- Dedicated door to door service from anywhere in the UK to anywhere in the UK, Europe or partly
the Middle-East.
In summary we can undertake one or all of the following duties:
Transportation:
-Regular and ad-hoc delivery, collection with own vehicle or expanded fleet on demand.
-Urgent, AOG, same day, next day, scheduled distribution 7/24.
-Door-to-door service in the entire UK, Europe and Turkey and some Asian countries.
Acquisition, transport organization:
-Delivery, collection, and organization of the above-mentioned activities involving several vehicles
by air, road and sea transport with economy, urgent or AOG priority service.
-Import or forwarding of aircraft parts from acquisition to freight organization.
Once again: WE FLY AIRPLANE TOO !
For further information please contact me or visit my LinkedIn profile
http://hu.linkedin.com/in/357951
Sincerely,
Tibor Kallos

